ABSTRACT This paper investigates the problem of benign or malignant diagnosis of pulmonary nodule with original thoracic computed tomography images, and presents a novel end-to-end deep learning architecture named dense convolutional binary-tree network (DenseBTNet). Besides introducing center-crop operation into the DenseNet, the DenseBTNet splits isolated transition layers of the DenseNet and merges them with dense blocks, then adjusts feature-maps transition mode to compact the model. The DenseBTNet has several compelling advantages: 1) the DenseBTNet not only preserves densely connected mechanism of the DenseNet to extract features of lung nodules in different level, but also further reinforces this mechanism to a level of dense blocks and enriches multi-scale features and 2) The DenseBTNet owns high parameter-efficiency and is lightweight in the scale of parameters as well. Experimental results show that the DenseBTNet largely boosts the performance of the DenseNet and achieves higher accuracies on the task of lung nodule classification in comparison with state-of-the-art approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer is one of the most aggressive diseases with fairly low long-term survival rate [1] . To distinguish the malignancy of lung nodules through Computed Tomography(CT) images is a prior issue in early treatment, and CT phenotype supply a practical way for capturing characteristics of lung nodules [2] . The automatic classification of lung nodule malignancy suspiciousness is an important task, since it will facilitate radiologists to assess nodule staging and risk factors, both of the two assessments are crucial part of lung cancer research [3] . A common purpose of such assessment is to give some evidence for individual therapeutic planning.
Lots of approaches have been developed for this task. Extant image-based methods are usually implemented with detection [4] , [5] , feature extraction [2] , [6] - [8] , segmentation [9] - [11] , and labelling nodule categories [12] - [14] . Orozco et al. [8] computed Daubechies wavelet transform of lung nodules to extract their features, then sent them to a support vector machine (SVM) to distinguish cancerous nodules. Alilou et al. [15] presented a new radiomic method named Ipris to capture the transition in textural appearance going from the inside to the outside of the nodule, used SVM to classify lung nodules with Ipris features. Farag et al. [16] extracted three features based on Gabor filter, multi-resolution local binary pattern (LBP) and signed distance fused with LBP respectively, and finished classification of lung nodules by SVM and k-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifiers.
Some promising results have been given by methods based on deep learning. Ciompi et al. [17] presented a classification framework based on multi-stream multi-scale 2D CNN, this framework can learn 3D representation by analyzing an arbitrary number of 2D views of lung nodule CT image. Zhao et al. [18] constructed a hybrid 2D CNN of LeNet and FIGURE 1. The architecture of DenseBTNet for lung nodule malignancy suspiciousness classification. Cubics inside the pane indicate input or output of dense blocks, curves with arrow show directly how they are transmitted, when more than one inputs are delivered, we do concatenation on channels before convolution.
AlexNet and trained it to measure the malignancy suspiciousness of lung nodules. Qiang et al. [19] proposed a structure of deep supervised autoencoder based on ELM algorithm (SDAE-ELM), and utilized both of PET and CT images of lung nodules with two SDAE-ELM models, then fused two models to give the final classification.
Although approaches based on deep learning commonly performed well on this task, they are hard to make further progress. There are two notable obstacles requires to be overcome: 1) Lung nodules have a large range of morphology variation and they are commonly small in size, which caused multi-scale features become crucial for the performance of networks and details of nodule morphology will be easily lost after several pooling operations respectively. 2) Massive unrelated background information in CT image of lung nodules caused difficulties in capturing essential features for classification and inefficiency of parameters. A DenseNet(Huang et al. [20] ) implementation seems to be effective if we want to solve the first problem. DenseNet is composed of several dense blocks and transition layers, it created many short paths from early layers to later layers in one dense block and transited feature-maps to the next dense block by transition layer between them. The densely connected mechanism can ensure that there is no loss in information with the network deepened in each dense block and layers of dense blocks can learn multi-level features generated by early layers. However, a single DenseNet cannot produce multi-scale features of lung nodules. A short path from early dense block to later dense block does not exist in conventional DenseNet, some detailed features of nodule morphology are lost permanently after pooling operation of the transition layer.
In consideration of these obstacles, we propose a new architecture of network based on DenseNet that solves the problems mentioned above. We preserve the densely connected mechanism of DenseNet and introduce a new operation of center-crop to the network, the center-crop helps DenseNet to build indirect shortcuts among different dense blocks, and enriches multi-scale features of lung nodules. Besides, the separated transition layers are split then merged with dense blocks. Some adjustments of feature-maps transition mode are also made, thus feature-maps can be operated in a more flexible way and unrelated background information can be filtered at the same time. They further enhance the compactness of the proposed network and improve the second problem mentioned above.
Because of these adjustments, compared with DenseNet the proposed network has a distinct change in topological structure, which looks like a binary tree. Because of this remarkable pattern, we refer to this method as Dense Convolutional Binary-Tree Network (DenseBTNet), Fig.1 displays the architecture of DenseBTNet. The DenseBTNet owns high parameter-efficiency and is lightweight in the scale of parameters. Furthermore, DenseBTNet is an end-to-end architecture used for lung nodule malignancy suspiciousness classification and does not require segmentation information of lung nodules. In addition to owning advantages of DenseNet, its typical fractal structure can further enhance the implicit deep supervision of DenseNet. Bottleneck and compression structure are also inherited from DenseNet, so DenseBTNet can further compact its parameters by adding bottleneck and compression without an obvious decline in performance.
CONTRIBUTIONS
By introducing the DenseBTNet to tackle the task of lung nodule diagnostic classification, the main methodological contribution is twofold:
• The effectiveness of center-crop to DenseNet on the task of lung nodule diagnostic class is validated by contrast experiment between DenseNet and DenseNet-centercrop. DenseNet-centercrop is also a novel structure we proposed to introduce the operation of center-crop into DenseNet clearly and naturally. VOLUME 6, 2018
• By employing center-crop, DenseBTNet reforms DenseNet and largely boosts the performance of DenseNet in the task of lung nodule malignancy suspiciousness classification. It outperforms extant state-ofthe-art methods.
II. METHODS
We give a summary of DenseNet at first, an explanation of why it is necessary to introduce the center-crop operation into DenseNet followed by DenseNet-centercrop is then presented, our approach DenseBTNet is elaborated in the end.
A. DENSENET
The densely connected mechanism in DenseNet is completed in one dense block, when this process is finished, all featuremaps in the dense block will be concatenated then transmitted to the next dense block through transition layer. Given a dense block B k of L k layers, the l th layer will output x l by the way of:
where [·] means the concatenation of the feature-maps, the superscript and subscript indicate the index of blocks and layers of block respectively, H k l (·) means a composite function of three consecutive operations: batch normalization (BN), rectified linear unit (ReLU) and 3 × 3 × 3 convolution (Conv).
After dense connectivity, dense block B k will transmit its feature-maps to the next dense block B k+1 in this way:
where x k+1 0 refers to input of dense block B k+1 , T k (·) refers to transition layer between dense block B k and B k+1 , which consists of a batch normalization layer and an 1 × 1 × 1 convolutional layer followed by 2 × 2 × 2 max pooling layer.
B. CENTER-CROP
In DenseNet, transition layers are introduced to connect adjacent dense blocks, which means that the dense connectivity exists in each dense block separately, and shortcuts to shallow feature-maps will be cut off when passing through the transition layers. There are no shortcuts to shallow dense blocks in deep dense blcoks.
A spontaneous way to solve this problem is center-crop operation. Lung nodules normally at the center of CT images after pretreatment, if shortcuts to original CT image of the lung nodule is needed, simply center-crop can make it, which does not require extra parameters or additional calculation, and efficiently filter futile background information simultaneously, Fig.2 shows this mechanism intuitively.
We follow this insight and apply it to all feature-maps in each dense block except the final dense block. Convolution or pooling will keep features' relative position, so features related to the task of lung nodule classification mostly focus on the center of feature-maps, which ensures that applying center-crop to all feature-maps is largely meaningful. In our approaches, a size-halving center-crop is used. Given an input tensor x 0 , center-crop will crop the center part of cubics in each channel of x 0 , output a new tensor x c 0 , which has half size in height width and depth, the same amount in channels of x 0 . After center-crop, x c 0 , the output will be delivered to the next dense block. A shortcut between two adjacent dense blocks is thus established, furthermore, another centercrop will be done to x c 0 , and so on. By iteratively center-crop, shortcuts across different dense blocks are set up indirectly.
The other important reason is that nodules have a large diameter range, so multi-scale features are important for the task of classification. If center-crop operation is introduced to DenseNet, then it can easily generate abundant multiscale features with a singular network. It differs from the architecture of multiple parallel networks to generate multiscale features such as MCNN (Shen et al. [21] ).
C. DENSENET-CENTERCROP
We keep the original structure of DenseNet, then introduce center-crop operation into it simply to get an improved method, this approach is referred as DenseNet-centercrop. DenseNet-centercrop is defined as follows:
] to dense block B k+1 through a transition layer T k , we can add a branch of center-crop, then concatenate its ouput with output of T k and transmit the concatenation to dense block B k+1 :
where C(·) means operation of center-crop, x k+1 0 means input of dense block B k+1 as before. Fig.3 gives a straightforward view of this implementation. The other parts of DenseNet are kept.
DenseNet-centercrop is a clear approach for centercrop effectiveness validation. However, DenseNet-centercrop largely expands the number of parameters after introducing center-crop to DenseNet. In DenseNet (Section II-A), the number of feature-maps has an obvious increment with the deepening of layers. DenseNet-centercrop further aggrevates the increment of feature-maps'number by adding extra branches to transition layers, which doubles the amount of feature-maps when feature-maps are transmitted between dense blocks as a result. The main unit of DenseNet-centercrop. DenseNet-centercrop introduce center-crop operation in a natural way, when feature-maps required to be fed into the next dense blcok, an extra branch of center-crop will be added, this branch will output the center part of feature-maps. The output of two branches (transition layer and center-crop) will be concatenated then fed into the next dense block.
D. DENSEBTNET
DenseBTNet gives a better way to introduce center-crop into DenseNet, much more parameter-efficient and lightweight in comparison with the straightforward implementation, DenseNet-centercrop. Only a tiny expansion in scale of parameters after center-crop introduction, DenseBTNet can further compact parameters by bottleneck and compression inherited from DenseNet.
1) ARCHITECTURE
In DenseBTNet, a dense block receives multiple inputs. When feature-maps of each layer in the previous dense block are delivered to the next one, they are not be concatenated, thus DenseBTNet can operate on feature-maps of previous dense block more flexibly and independently. In addition, transition layers in DenseBTNet are not isolated from dense blocks, instead, they are split and merged with layers in the dense block to give multiple outputs, the number of outputs is determined by how many inputs it is received.
Given a dense block B k with N k inputs (
, which can be defined as follows:
Where C(·) refers to operation of center-crop samely.
Where [·] and H k l (·) have similar implication, note that H k l (·) may contains more than one 3 × 3 × 3 convolution to increase depth of network, and T k l (·) can be regarded as a mini transition layer, which consists of a batch normalization layer and an 1 × 1 × 1 convolutional layer followed by 2 × 2 × 2 max pooling layer. With the aim of simplification, we refer to
And dense block B k+1 will take all the outputs of dense block B k as inputs, in other words:
The final dense block B n with N n inputs in DenseBTNet is an exception, it has only one output to further reduce parameters: After dense blocks, a global max pooling layer and then a fully connected layer is followed to give final predictions. In DenseBTNet, a dense block receives multiple inputs. When feature-maps of each layer in the previous dense block are delivered to the next one, they are not be concatenated, thus DenseBTNet can operate on feature-maps of previous dense block more flexibly and independently. In addition, transition layers in DenseBTNet are not isolated from dense blocks, instead, they are split and merged with layers in the dense block to give multiple outputs, the number of outputs is determined by how many inputs it is received. Fig.4 showed the adjustments directly, owing to these changes, the scale of parameters is largely decreased. A rigid restriction to the increment of the total number of featuremaps is given, the increment now has no relation with layers' number contained in each dense block, it simply depends on how many dense blocks exist in the DenseBTNet, doubling in feature-maps' amount is still unavoidable after one dense block. However, we can see that only if we want to calculate O k 2N k −1 in B k will all B k 's inputs be used for calculation in Equaiton.6, which differs a lot from DenseNet, so doubling in total amount of feature-maps is much less adverse in DenseBTNet. Besides, the final dense block has only one output showed in Equation.8, it also decreases the number of parameters considerably.
With adjustments we have done in DenseBTNet, the center-crop operation is actually introduced to DenseNet in a highly efficient way, which has impressively changed the architecture of DenseNet and overcome problems we discussed in Section II-A and Section II-C. TABLE 1. DenseBTNet architecture for lung nodule malignancy suspiciousness classification. DenseBTNet-3, DenseBTNet-4, and DenseBTNet-5 indicate DenseBTNet has three four and five dense blocks respectively. And in classification layer, k refers to growth rate of DenseBTNet and k = 12 for all the networks. Note that 1 × 1 × 1 conv and 2 × 2 × 2 maxpool belong to transition layers merged with layers in dense block, it corresponds to the sequence BN-Conv-Pool, and 3 × 3 × 3 conv corresponds the sequence BN-ReLU-Conv.
2) INHERITANCE OF DENSENET
To further compact parameters' scale of DenseBTNet, we can naturally apply the methods of decreasing parameters in DenseNet to our architecture.
a: BOTTLENECK LAYERS
After several dense blocks of DenseBTNet, the number of feature-maps can be an enormous number. Thus an 1 × 1 × 1 convolution can be contained in the structure of DenseBTNet, which effects as bottleneck layer at the front of each 3 × 3 × 3 convolution to control the number of input feature-maps, and cut down the number of parameters. We refer to DenseBTNet with bottleneck layers as DenseBTNet-B, and the bottleneck indicates to the sequence of BN-ReLU-Conv(1 × 1 × 1). We set the bottleneck layer output 2k feature-maps in the experiment, k equals to growthrate.
b: COMPRESSION TRANSITION LAYER
Although transition layers in DenseBTNet are merged with layers in dense blocks, we can also compress the number of feature-maps. If layers before transition layer output m feature-maps, we let the transition layer output [θ m] featuremaps, 0 < θ ≤ 1 is the compression factor, feature-maps will be compressed if θ < 1. Referring the DenseBTNet with θ < 1 as DenseBTNet-C. If both bottleneck and compression transition layers are used, we refer to it as DenseBTNet-BC.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The effectiveness and practicability of our approach is showed by measuring accuracy and AUC scores on the task of lung nodule malignancy suspiciousness classification. We firstly make comparisons among DenseBTNet with different configurations, then more transversal comparisons among DenseBTNet, DenseNet, DenseNet-centercrop and other state-of-the-art architectures are given.
A. DATASET
LIDC-IDRI dataset is used as benchmark in experiments, which consists of 1012 patients with thoracic CT scans, its nodule collection report provides position and malignancy information.
Four experienced thoracic radiologists rate for malignancy suspiciousness of each lung nodule, the scores are integers vary between 1 to 5, higher scores indicate more obvious malignancy suspiciousness. For each nodule, its label falls into three classes: benign (BN), malignant (MG) and uncertain (UC). We label nodules with an average score higher than 3 as MG, BN with an average score lower than 3 and UC with average score equals to 3. Finally, we have 2637 lung nodule samples, 1361 samples of BN, 640 samples of MG and 636 samples of UC respectively. The samples with UC label are excluded in experiments.
The resolution of CT images may have variations, to eliminate the variations we preprossed each image with spline interpolation, after interpolation images have fixed resolution of 0.5mm/voxel along three demensions, samples center on lung nodules are cropped from resampled CT image with given annotations as models' input, the samples have a fixed size of 64 × 64 × 64, the lung nodules have diameters range from 3mm to 30mm, thus all the nodules can be enclosed.
DATA AUGMENTATION
With the aim of improving generalization ability of networks, some general methods of data augmentation are introduced to training dataset. It contains random translation, random flip and adding noise. Translation pace was randomly selected in range of [−2, 2] voxels, flip will be done in a probability of 0.5 and the noises are integers obey the uniform distribution from −76 to 76. Samples for training the networks will be augmented before they are computed.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The total amount of BN and MG samples is 2001, we divide these samples into five subsets randomly and averagely for training and testing.
Firstly, configuration of our approach is adjusted by experiments. This part includes the selection of DenseBTNet, DenseBTNet-B, DenseBTNet-C and DenseBTNet-BC, compression factor θ , growthrate k, and the number of dense blocks in DenseBTNet. Growthrate k is adjusted among {8, 12, 16}, the number of dense blocks n is selected among {3, 4, 5}.
Then results of the five-fold cross-validation of DenseBTNet, DenseBTNet-C, DenseBTNet-BC, DenseNet and DenseNet-centercrop with fixed configurations are given, The parameters' scale of these models will also be a criterion of comparison to show parameter-efficiency of different approaches. Some results of state-of-the-art methods are showed to make a more comprehensive comparison finally.
TRAINING
All the networks are trained using adaptive moment estimation with the infinite norm (Adamax) (Kingma and Ba [22] ) with moment coefficients β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.99, the initial learning rate is set to 0.0045, learning rate will be divided by 2 for every 60 epochs. To improve the problem of overfitting, an l 2 norm regularization with weight decay coefficient equals to 8 × 10 −4 is used. For further enhance networks' generalization ability, a dropout layer is added after each layer in DenseBTNet, note that these layers end with a transition layer, the dropout layer is added after that instead of the front, and set the dropout rate to 0.2. Besides, focal loss (Lin et al. [23] ) is chosen as the loss function, and set α = 0.64, γ = 2.45. Where α means the loss weight coefficient of MG samples and 1 − α is the coefficient of BN samples.
C. DENSEBTNET CONFIGURATIONS
This section evaluates DenseBTNet with different configurations on a fixed subset, then trains them on the other four subsets. The test set consists of 126 MG samples and 274 BN samples, the training set consists of 514 MG samples and 1087 BN samples.
1) NUMBER OF DENSE BLOCKS
Fixing the growthrate k = 12, then change the number of dense blocks in DenseBTNet from 3 to 5. The results are shown in Table. 2.
When the number of dense blocks equals to 4, DenseBTNet has the best performance of the three. Although DenseBTNet-5(DenseBTNet with five dense blocks) owns a competitive performance, its parameters are fifth-times the amount of the DenseBTNet-4's, which caused inefficiency on parameters and it is much more likely to overfit the training set.
2) COMPRESSION FACTOR
Changing compression factor θ among 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 with growth rate k fixed as 12, the number of dense blocks is also fixed, which equals to 4 according to result of previous experiment. Table. 3 shows the results, DenseBTNet-C owns the best perfomance with compression factor equals to 0.8, the accuracy and auc score decline with further decrement of θ.
3) BOTTLENECK AND COMPRESSION TRANSITION LAYER
The growthrate k is fixed as 12 and the number of dense blocks n = 4, then add bottleneck, compression transition layer and both of them to the DenseBTNet, we label them as DenseBTNet-B, DenseBTNet-C, and DenseBTNet-BC respectively for simplicity.
The results are shown in Table. 4, DenseBTNet-C has the best performance on accuracy equals to 89.50%, DenseBTNet and DenseBTNet-BC also have a competitive performance, besides, DenseBTNet-BC has the highest AUC score equals to 0.9360.
4) GROWTHRATE
Growthrate k of DenseBTNet, DenseBTNet-C and DenseBTNet-BC is adjusted and evaluated on the test set. DenseBTNet-B is not included for its relatively bad performance on accuracy in the experiment of bottleneck and compression transition layer. The number of dense blocks n = 4, changing k among three values: 8, 12 and 16, so there are nine models in this part of experiments. VOLUME 6, 2018 The results are shown in Table. 5, DenseBTNet performs best when the growthrate k = 16, which has an accuracy of 90.00%, the highest one among nine results. Besides, DenseBTNet-C with growthrate k = 12 and DenseBTNet-BC with growthrate k = 16 also have excellent performance.
D. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
This section evaluates the performance of DenseBTNet, DenseBTNet-C, DenseBTNet-BC, DenseNet and DenseNetcentercrop with fixed configurations by five-fold cross validation, during each round of validation, one subset will be selected as the test set and we will train the models on the remaining four subsets. Comparisons with other state-of-theart methods are showed in the end.
DenseNet and DenseNet-centercrop also have 4 dense blocks, the layers' number in each block is 2, 4, 8, and 2 respectively, which is similar to DenseBTNet with 4 dense blocks, the growthrate k is fixed as 16, the bottleneck and compression are also added for model compactness. Bottleneck produce 2k feature-maps and θ in compression equals to 0.8, which are identicalto DenseBTNet.
RESULTS
The results are shown in Table.6 and Table. 7. In Table. 6, DenseBTNet with growthrate k = 16 has the highest classification accuracy equals to 88.31%, DenseBTNet-C with growthrate k = 12 and DenseBTNet-BC with growthrate k = 16 have similarly good accuracy on classification, DenseBTNet-C(k = 12) has the best parameter efficiency, and DenseBTNet-BC(k = 16) has the best AUC score, all these three models outperform DenseNet and DenseNetcentercrop in accuracy and AUC score. DenseNet-centercrop has significant promotion in accuracy and AUC score compared with DenseNet, but expand the scale of parameters greatly at the same time. Table.7 gives some results of stateof-the-art methods, comparing with these methods, DenseBTNet shows more accurate performance on the task of lung nodule malignancy suspiciousness classification, which outperform them from 1.17% to 8.02% distinctly in accuracy with high AUC score equals to 0.9335.
IV. DISCUSSION
DenseBTNet reforms original DenseNet in many ways, such as merging the separated transition layers with dense blocks, introducing the center-crop operation into it, and adjusting the feature-maps transition mode. These adjustments aim to make DenseNet more applicable to lung nodule diagnostic classification, which leads to substantially different behaviors of DenseNet and DenseBTNet.
A. CENTER-CROP EFFECTIVENESS
We point out the importance of center-crop operation to the performance of DenseNet in Section.II-B. Briefly speaking, center-crop build indirect shortcut among dense blocks and enriched multi-scale features. The effectiveness of centercrop is validated by contrast experiment between DenseNet and DenseNet-centercrop.
DenseNet-centercrop simply introduce the center-crop by adding a branch of center-crop between two adjacent dense blocks, it preserves the architecture of conventional DenseNet at utmost, the most significant difference between them is the existence of center-crop operation.
However, In Table. 6 this simple change increases the test accuracy of DenseNet by about 4%, which notably boosts the performance of DenseNet that it becomes a competitive approach even compared with other state-of-the-art methods in this task.
B. MODEL COMPACTNESS
We discuss some flaws of the DenseNet-centercrop in Section.II-C. This implementation naturally and clearly apply center-crop to DenseNet, but it is not efficient enough. DenseNet-centercrop increases the scale of parameters by about 46% showed in Table. 6 after introducing the centercrop operation.
DenseBTNet shows a more efficient way to introduce center-crop into DenseNet, which adequately utilize the FIGURE 5. Partial architecture of DenseBTNet represented in a form similar to FractalNet. DenseBTNet actually has a typical fractal structure, its partial structure shows in the picture can be considered as three binary-tree networks, each network will receive the same lung nodule CT image with a different scale, and interactions also exist among them.
characteristics of lung nodule CT images. When we fix the growthrate k = 16, dense blocks number n = 4, and same layers number in each dense block, DenseBTNet-BC only increase the scale of parameters by about 4% after introducing center-crop into DenseNet, which is showed in Table. 6. Note that the DenseNet and DenseNet-centercop adopted in experiments also have bottleneck and compression for compactness. In other words, DenseBTNet performs better than DenseNet-centercrop in this task with much less parameters.
C. FRACTAL STRUCTURE
DenseBTNet is obviously self-similar in its topological structure, Fig.5 shows this view in a more direct way. Part of DenseBTNet can actually be regarded as three networks which also have a shape of the binary tree, and they will receive the same lung nodule CT image with a different scale, frequent interactions among them will take place because of the densely connected mechanism.
Larsson et al. [27] pointed out that the FractalNet's fractal structure design can formulate an implicit deep supervision, Huang et al. [20] also discussed the implicit deep supervision performed by DenseNet. DenseBTNet owns characteristics of the two networks, the implicit deep supervision mechanism is further reinforced in DenseBTNet, which made DenseBTNet be able to learn discriminative features and further boosted the parameter-efficiency.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel convolutional networks DenseBTNet is proposed to tackle the challenging problem of lung nodule diagnostic classification. DenseBTNet adequately utilizes characteristics of lung nodule CT images and naturally inherits the properties of DenseNet. Experiments on LIDC-IDRI dataset show that DenseBTNet can learn more compact and accurate models than DenseNet, moreover, DenseBTNet 
